Introduction

As our institution we have made one of the first attempts to use the early 90s, highly advanced "Anatomac" software as a popular and effective computer-based program.

At our institution we have made use of interactive Atlas/Quiz software in several courses over the years. These programs have been popular and effective in a wide variety of courses.

Project Organization

A project is a new document, but a folder. This folder contains an image folder and a quiz folder. The quiz folder contains the images to view, the quiz, and the quiz form. The quiz form contains the questions and answers that are presented to the student.

Content Creation

An author starts with a folder of images. QuizMaker creates a project folder in the course directory. The project folder contains a quiz folder. The quiz folder contains the images to view, the quiz, and the quiz form. The quiz form contains the questions and answers that are presented to the student.

Features

Levels and Categories

Basic and Advanced in the Sheep Brain Atlas
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Projects:

Sheep Brain

Human Brain

MRI Atlas

Radiology Atlases

Pal Weigert Atlas

Use & Contact Info

QuickQuiz, Quizarunner, and project can be downloaded from:

http://ect.downstate.edu/courseware/neuroscience/

Contact author for more information:

jkubie@downstate.edu  greg.conyers@downstate.edu

(july 10, 2003)